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SUMMARY
This paper constitutes very cumbersome computations with
the view of construction of solutions of linear differential
equations with quasiperiodical coefficients using the method
of the so called "accelerated convergence". This work is based
on a large number of Russian and Ukrainian works on various
problems of quasiperiodical solutions of differential equations.
1. Let us consider a system of differential equations
dx
dt
=
 14 + P (mt).l x,
where A is a constant, P(wt) are quasiperiodical n-dimensional matrices,
W — (w l) w21 ..., wm) is the bases of matrix P(wt), x = (x 1 ,..., xn) is n-dimen-
sonal vector, t is the time. Moreover, we shall assume that matrix P(wt)
is small.
As is well known, the question of construction of solutions and reduci-
bility of equations of form (1.1), and also of more general form was consi-
dered in the works by Artem'yev [1], Yerugin [9], Shtokalo [12], Kolmogorov
[10], Belagi [5], Gel'man [7 - 8], Adrianova [3], Mitropol'skiy [11], Blinova
[6] and others. It amounts to the reduction of system (1.1) to a system of
differential equations with constant coefficients. As to the latter, so far
it constitutes an unresolved problem in all its entirety.
We shall, consider in the present work the question of seeking a solution
to system (1.1) by way of constructing the reducing matrix., whereupon for is
construction we shall utilize the method of Newton-type accelerated convergence
well developed and very successfully applied in the works by Kolmogorov [10],
Arnold [2] and Bogolyubov [4].
(1)
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As is done in work [11], it is appropriate to introduce into the sys,-em
of E;gs.(1.1) the corrections E — Ei.j (i, j ¢ 1, 2, ..., n), and consider y...
its place the following system of differential equations:
df = Ax + (P (cat t s) jr^I X.	 (1.2)
where A + ^ =- B, A is the matrix of the system of linear differential equations
with constant coefficients, which we shall obtain after transformation of the
system of Egs.(1.1), P(^, ^) is a matrix, periodical with respect to ^ = (^^,..
i	 .., gym) with period 27r, and analytical relative to complex arguments,
region
Let us set ourselves the following problem: to find such an analytical
tranMLormation with respect to
X = COY,
	
4 = Wt) ,	 (1.4)
where (4)(^) is a matrix, eriodical with respect to ^ with period 27', and such
^-­ -	 that at ^ = ^ ) system (1.2) be reduced to a linear one with the
constant coefficients
dy	
Ay	 (1.5)dt 
Then, integrating system (1.5), we shall obtain the general solution of system
(1.2) in the form
	
x o (D ((d) CAtxo.	 (1.6)
The solution of this problem constitutes the corollary of the results ob-
tained 4IM the work (11]; however, in our opinion, it is of interest to conduct
a more detailed operation in the considered case of Eq.(1.2) also; this being
in connection with the special actuality of the problem on reducibility of equa-
tions with quasiperiodical coefficients. At the same time, by the course of
the solution of the problem, we shall, resolve not only the question of reducibi-
lity of system (1.2), but also ascertain the form of this system's solution
and obtain a method of construction of the reducing matrix 4(Wt).
2. Before wn pass to the demonstration of the basic theorems for the sys-
tem (1.2), let us pause at deduction of certain estimates, req..iired in the fol-
lowing.
We shall denote by X 19 ..9 9 Xn the eigenvalues of matrix A and assume that
for certain constants e > 0, d > 0, the following inequalities:
1 0 /
^ 6
(2.1)
are fulfilled for any integral values of vectors k
	 (k i , .... , km), where
(ka))	 k i W + ... + k`rj uam, {k{	 {kj (,	 i	 ►T -l1 .
We shall show that at fulfillment of condition (2,1), the equation
i (ka)) Yk = AY* -- Y4A + Pt.	 (2.2)
where
?n	 4z
pk	
(2n)'"	 P ((P) e
-rck^)d^ ,	 I k 1 > 0.	 (2.3)
0
is resolvable relative to Y k
 for {kl > 0 and the estimate
1 Y* j < cO jkjd' jPk+,	 (2.4)
in wr.ieh co, d i (d l z d) are certain positive constants, independent of k,
is valid for Yk-
In order to obtain the estimates of (2.4), we shall represent the matrix A
in the form
A = UJU-1 .	 (2.5)
where J is the matrix in the Jordanian form:
T = {JQ1 (a l ), ..., JQZ (xi )}	 (2.6)
where
	
JQj (aj ) -= X j EQj + ZQ J ,	 (2.7)
E,vj is a Q j- --dimensional unitary matrix, Z191 is a e/--dimensional matrix, whose
subdiagonai consists of unities, while the other elements are zero:
LQi 	 60)	 0, a /- P.	 (2.8)(a 	 1.	 0
Z =.a(/) 
	
0. a — i	 (CL.	 1,	 e,).
0i	 1. A
	
a --- I	 (a = 2, ... , e1)•	 (2.9)
Substituting according to (2.5) the value of A into Eq.(2.2), we obtain:
1(k(0) Yk UJU- 'Yk -- YkUJU- ' + Pk
or	
i k^ U"'Y U + U''Y U.J = J . 0-'Y U + U''PkU.( ^	 k	 k	 4	 (2.10)
4Let us denote
U 'Y4U = X.	 U -'P*U = Q:	 (2.17)
then 1,,q.(2.10) will be written in the form
i (k(a) X + XJ = JX ; Q.	 (2.12)
Let us now break down matrices X and Q in sets:
X	 (X4?1*1)•	 Q = (QQ,Q,)•	 (2.13)
where X 	 1	 are matrices having, Qj tines and , columns.r	 e►
Equation (2.12) disintegrates into a system of independent equations
i (kw) Xojv, + Xoo,3o,
	 01 ('%l) Xov, +QQ'V,	 (1. r = t, ... , n,	 (2.14)
Let us now denote by A401) , dr) (a = 1, .... QI) the vectors
	
XUO = (X(/O'), ... , X^o►),	 gale) = (9u.... Q^ l^ i)i	 (.
	
i	 ^,	 GGOP, 215.	 )
which are a-th lines of matrices Xop^, QvIO,-.
Then, taking into account the denotation (2.7), system (2.14) may be re-
presented in the form
XGU') a (ti	 + ! (kco)) — XU') -}-	 (2.16)
where ^j.>= 0, a= 1.....@l, j,r= 1,...,1.
According to condition (2.1), it is obvious that system (2.16) is resol-
vable, whereupon this solution has the form
zaj' ^ _ ( xal^ ^^ -}- qal^^) JQ , (I^^ (7^, — ^l + i (kw	 (2.17)
where	 1	 '	 Zv,
Je ^' I (h, — ^l -}- i (k^)) _ 
^^ — h j -}- i (ki) ^E°' + ^, — X j + i (kw)
+ i (kcv))	 J	 (2.18)
Now we shall find the estimate for expressions (2.17).
According to (2.18) and (2.9), we have
j^^ 4 (qij^ ^^ ^^ '- h, '}-	 ( + X01 Ai+ i (kw) +	 +	
_X + i k Qr
a	 s
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or, taking into account condition (2.1)
( 2 . 19) ^ ^► ,r
where c l is a constant independent of k and C.
'raking into account the inequality (2.19), we find from expression @2.17)
for a — 2, 3, ... , Qj:
x(^l')^ ^j^ -i- ... -^- (9(u'^ 11 Ca
	
uv;
	
(2.20)
After that, taking into account ( 2.13), we obtain for X the following
estimate:
.^4r^^ Q
1 X i <C` Jr 1 " 1 ^
(2.21)
where	 dl =niax n^ tnax e,•d,1 <11' [	 i tr'a
c2 being a positive constant, independent of both k and E:.
Returning from X and Q respectively to Yk and Pk, according to formulas
(2.11), we obtain the inequality,
	
fYk!1121U-- 112CYI ^`JJa, 1Pk1.	 (2.22)
E
Denoting in (2.22)
1	 ads
(2.23)
we obtain the inequality ( 2.4) sought for.
From the solutions of Egs. (2.2) let us now compose the series
r 0) -- .^, Yk eu09).
,.^	 (2.24)
Differentiating it, we become convinced that Y(^) is a formal solution of
the equation
dll co + YA -- AY + P (Y) _. P (Y)	 (2.25)
r
	
1
I
{
1
X . (l: + Y (q,, W1 X1,
(3.4)
6
where
	
2;	 In
1	 '
(^1')	
10
	
(2sc) ^,	
...	 ^' ((j) dy. .	 (2.26)
	
0	 0
3. When constructing the reducing matrix 4)(i), which, on the strength of
transformation (1.4) transfers the system of Egs.(1.2) to tha:iptegrable system
(1.5), we shall make use of the iteration process with accelerated convergence.
Let us describe here the s-th step of this process (s > 1). To that effect we
shall denote by 1t1,- 1, S y ...l , Qs-1 the constants, with the help of which we shall
characterize the (s -- 1) - th iteration, and by
	
Q. the constants with the
aid of which we shall characterize the s-th iteration.
The transition from the (s -- 1)-th to the s-th iteration may be characteri-
zed by the following assertion.
THEOREM 1. Assume that for the system of equations
d,r
4(j) ; 
^ = W	 (a)	 (U)1• ... , 011'.))
A, f, are n-dimensional matrices, P(^, ) is the n-dimensional matrix, periodical
with respect to ^ ^ (0 i ,... , 0m) with period 27, analytical by complex argu-
ments	 in the region
Y 111 ^^'	 Ca;	 ► 	 y (^, e1 ib ,.,;, (3.2)
ans satisfying the inequality
Besides, eigenvalues of matrix A satisfy the inequality (2.1).
Then, for a sufficiently small MO and any s > 1, there exists the transfor-
mation
periodical with respect to ^ with period 2 7T and analytical with respect to
c, ^ in the region
hill (1) I < (I,,	 It, I < ^bl^i,	 (3.5)
bringing the system of equations (3.1) to the form
di
	
	
(3.6)
	
i'
t rl _ G^'
a
.
7
where Fj is a constant, and P i (O I.C l ) is periodical with respect to 0 with
period 27T of the matrix, analytical with respect to ,
	 in the region (3.5),
and such that inequalities
	
^'^ ^'1°1 t	 `" ,f	 (3 .7)
(3.$)
are valid it; the region (3.5) .
At the same time, constants Al,,
	
e, are linked with constants
;11,. ,10 6 $-11 Q3-j by means of relations
rf j :., lSI$-„1 ,	 lt5 = : ^^^^$. If	 QS r- ►^s—: `^ 26^—^	 ^,' '`3 1),	 (3 . 9)
where
DEMONSTRATION. First of all let us bring system (3.1) to the form (3.6) .
To that effect let us choose the coordinate transformation in the form
X = (l -j- 1 ,
 (('-	 V 1,	 (3.11)
where Y(s , l) is the solution of Eq. (2.25) .
Substituting (3.11) into Fq.(3.1) and taking (2.25) into account, we
obtain the following system of equations:
dti'
	
.....N_.
X.
d	 (3.12)
where the following denotation has been used
1',11o" ,) 	 +y)... , 1(1' .1.')Y—Y(1'+t)1. 	 (3.13)
Let us define the transformation ^ ^ ^(la i ) as the solution of the equation
(3.14)
Then, the substitution of variables (3.11), (3.14) will bring the initisl.
equation (3.1) to the form required by us:
d.^`1 .,: l.t} "c i` y1.(^lt ^1) 'i ` al S , t
(l^
where 111
(3.1.5)
1	 ti)	 `` 1	 t'	 ' 1
I' (^^'. j j	 I1.s (3.16)
8
Let us examine, First of all, Eq.(3.14)
	 According to theorem condition
matrix P(c , g) is an analytical function ^
	
(^4) 0 (av	 n), and
satisfies in the region (3.2) the inequality
According to properties of analytical functions, it follows from (3.2) and(3.16) that in the region
(3 .17 )
the inequality
2/11S y ► '1
211" If s (3.18)
is valid, whence it follows that Eq.(3.15) is resolvable and
	 (1) is an
analytical function of F 1 in the region
1 al l ` . /1l,-1.
whereupon according to (3,15) and (3.16) we have in tbis region the inequality
.- 
►1 t
^^^1)	 i.i1^ 	 < .....^-..2 1Its
w
	(3.18')
Cg
Let us derive still one more estimate of
	 Differentiating the identity
we have
ji't; ti	 rlx (
	
d(i)
0	 q q,_ 1'.
whenc- , taking into account (3.18) , we find
(^	 •t11	 ('"
►/	 V-1r
o, summing up with repsect to i t j. we obtain
c ^,	 1
'Ll I —
Let us now pause at the estimate of matrix Y,(^, ^), entering in the for-
mula for variable substitution (3,11).
9According to the estimate (2.4) and denotations (2.24), we have the fol-
lowing Inequality
/ (fit, \ I ^^	 ' 	 )'	 j l u« 4) C	 (^,1^ 	 k I "# I Pk,(^^ ^ j^ItU 	 +^J	
it, I-0!	 ^1(r 1	 (3.20)
for all ^, F. from the region (3.5) . But function. P(4,
	 is analytical and
bounded in the region (3.2); 1.hib. is why for its Fourier coefficients Pk( )
tike estimate
is valid; taking it into account, we obtain for JY(< , g) l the inequa lity
Y Vim ►
 ) < coNl,—1 
^^. k1`101", 4 1 — QS- 0141
14, o
For jIm( < ps, from (3,11) it follows
d,	 m
	
1 Y ('P. ) I < cO M S._,	 I ^^ IJ'e"''a .. i IkI ; CO	 `	 (( a	 X11, 
14 1 #.()	 s--1
	
it,	 M7'"	 A f K'"'	 X11"`- I
CO i	 M
(3.21)
(3.22)
provided only MO 3s sufficiently small. Thus, all estimates (3.8) have been
demonstrated.
'('he analyticity of function Y (c , ^ (^,)) with respect to ^ 1 in the region
14 =	,11,-„= follows from analyticity of function g (^ , ^{ 1 )) on the strength
of repreSCntation (2.24); the analyticity with respect 1.o ^ in the region
I I111(111 <•. i s 	 follows from the estimate
I k I a q	 J4I ^#Q
G cQ d^'i- l	 (! ,^_ 0';c,^; ix a^"iii '^*•' c ► ^Vl;^.^
Y
Let us now pass to the estimate of expression (3,15). We have
( p  o 	 f't + ^ P. (^)) i < I (E -1- Y fr^^. 5))' - ^ I X
X ( 1 1' 0), y) -+ - 5 (11.14) 1 t }' (tv, 1101-+- I Y ('ir . ) I I s I	 (3,23)
Therefore, taking into account
n,
I p 0I", ,) I ; ♦ y
which precisely concludes the <
the inequalities (3.3), (3.18 1 ) and (3.22), we find
til	
•'- i • •1,11	 1 ^'.•'^! ,^ i ,^ ^'	 ''
..^,!	 '...^	 :a lt	 i!-	 . ►
iemonstration of theorem 1.
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4. Let us now apply the preceding theorem for the construction of iteration
process with .accelerated convergence for system (1.2), which would subsequently
increase the smallness of function PO, 0 and yield an explicit expression for
the reducing matrix(}.
We shall assume in sequence:
If
(4.1)
where U ( ' ) (^, P;)	 X(^, ) is determined from Eq . . (2.25) and satisfies the ine-
qualities (3.8) at s -- l .
In this case x (1) ,	 will satisfy the equations
d(
	
th^^	
(4.2)
To T qs. (4.2) we shall again apply the transformation corresponding to this
new systen according to theorem , As a result, we shall obtain
x^ It	 P : „:. 
U`^^
1:0) __	 (t(2)).t(^2)
.
	(4.3)
5 "" ti 5 
where U (z) (c, (1) ) are solutions of type-(2.5) equation, respectively composed
for the system (4.2) and X(2).  ^ are the solutions of the system of equations:
dt `-
dy	 (L.4)
dt	 w'
Pursuing the indicated process, we shall have on the s-th step:
where x (s) , ^ satisfy the equations
	
dx(s) 
,_ Ax ( S) .j_ IPW {cif,	 X(S).d
d<<_'	 w .	 (4.6)
c!t
The durability of the iteration process for all s 	 l is assured by the
ct Ace of parameters (3.9) and assertions of theorem 1. This is why we shall
utilize the estimates of theorem 1 for the demonstration of the convergence of
this process.
I
11
First of all,, we shall express x, g by x (s) and 9 (s) . According to for-
mulas of variable substitution (4.1) , (4.3) and (4.5) , we have
.^ := (r -;- Uc)) (,^^,	 (; t ' )))l ... (1; + U(s) (gyp , its—>> tsts) ))1 xts)
(4.7)
whence, taking into acount th 
.s
t/ ) (.,tl•I ) 1) ^^ li) (tI •I °>> ... (^tst)) we find the expres-
sion for x and ^ by x s) and	 ):
r
X ._.n (•;- Uu) (q' ')( • • (y(s))))1X(:)
whereupon in (4.8) the product of matrices ought to be taken in the order defined
by formula (4-7).
Let us consider in thn first place the sequence
ll (s) (fit`))
 
-
.
It ((') ... (;(`)))	 (S.-	 t,	 ;?,	 ...), (4.9)
Since
	
yti)(tJ+'^)^
	 for
	 0 < a < s — 1, is the solution of the equation
+ Pti) (^^ ti) (St/+^)^) — ti+^)^ (4.10)
in which	 I Psi) (y, y(/)) I <,Mi ,	 by taking into account the estimate (3.19) , we may
write for ' r^t/ •ht) I ` Aqi
Y'A 
A
C I A (4.11)
But, ,from inequality ^ St')1 `^lf 	 and by virtue of estimates (3,18'), it
,follows
...............
Z
whence we conclude that for ! (s) ^ < Ms-1, the inequality (4.11) remains in'
force for
This is why, differentiating (4.9), we obtain the estimate
12
(^ti(`) {"(;1l 	 - (1 -^- 'I^x''^a%..^^ (1 	;• 2 A 111-1 ... ( 1 •^ ire 	 < 2 I	 ^! •^- ^frt?1',J1 ".^) 	 , c°^ ,	 (4. • 1'?-)
after which see may write
i Is le ^) t0) .^.13 ss1 Cu) I r_ i ^(^J (^^^ f)
 <<?)) " ° 130) (0)	 ti1(0) I < c jhf,_ 1 .	 (4.13)
Taking advantage of (4.13), we find the estimate
^--i
lyl ' 1 ' 1 (U} -• 1P) k0); -- el ^' A J s,`.1-1	 CO 	 (4.14)
.p
according to which the uniform convergence of matrices 13 (s) (0) is evident:
(4.15)
whereupon
(4.16)
Let us now pass to the demonstration of uniform convergence of the sequence
	
first of all, that sequences '.=
	
" is -1) 0	We shall show,
	
^	 ^ 0, 1, . , .. c ^— 1
	
s	 q	 (...(.	 O) (1^-	 )
converge uniformly as s -r co. By definition c w `' 1 (;; c ' f 1J ) is a solution of the equation.
c,
	
i, ^
	 c,	
t (o)
	 5
and this is why
is identical., whence we obtain
^U+l ) (... 
rc,--^1(^)))	 ^u) ( ^
i ^'.
	 (:.'s _,1 t ^, ) ^ ) - 1 . 1 ` '' (^^	 ;(''-(-" .•is =;J ig ))) (4 . 18)M	 +	 i
Since by virtue of ( 4 .15) ^ (^^') . , (`' 11 (l'))}) } ^(:,' ► by passing to limit in (4.18)
we find
as
	
x,(11	 liltl «( 1 ) (kl=^) , .
	
^" ( S .,)1 (U}^) 
... "(coJ -^- 1^(J^ (rl
	
^Jt^wi^,
	
Tul 11
	
IN) -I- 1).'1) l -ytll}.
At the same time, the inequalities
A
.
-i I `	 . 1 / <1 ......2 .r -,
(4.19)
(4.20)
W
13
are preserved for go d) , and identities
^v) (0/ ! I) (0)) 	 (4.21)
^a
deg
 take place.
Assuming in (4.17)(s)°' do s) , and taking into account (4.21), we find
s
r. ^I
Paying attention to the fact that
=i ra
we obtain
/r}l..I I! l^^ , ^(s ! ly) . — c/J^ S ^ ^^^
	 r l) I e	 ^ Jls` ^,` t (s ^^ !^ lYpi.} ^r^	 v (^-- 0 ) 	w^\	 U	 J f `	 !.	 ^t	 , n
>;	 ^ ^ 	 l-•l ^	 t-RI_ ,,,
^^ 	 ^11	 ^rl	 .^	 `	
t	 ^}	 I)F s ^^' 4 C^i^ js I r
where 1 is the matrix, of which all elements equal the unity.
Making use of (4.24), we find the estimate
1_.o
according to which the uniform convergence of (P (s) (c, ^ (s) ) is obvious:
as
whereupon
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
,fCPS) (t("  `
	
^ r'a
 il 4_ I .	 (4.27)
Functions (P (s) (c^, d(s) are analytical function of 	 for i.Il(j i
	
^, and
consequently, 4)(c) is an analytical function of
	 for
,J V
s U
We shall show that the matrix 0(^) is nondegenerate. According to estinates
(4.22), (4.23), the following inequality takes place:
r
].4
i
e
i
11 1„
i" t.	
^t ^,
	 r ! t `	 r1 I%
+„ 
	 / ^^ ^^ J1 '^' ...	 i2.,._;lrt^f;
J ”'	 f /
from which it follows that
^(1) (0.-4 h I
	
cz C 1.	 (4.28)
03
At fulfillment of (4.28) , the series V (E .-- (1) ( q ))' converges and definesthe matrix, reciprocal (inverse) to (D(q)) ; r=-o
CO
(1=	 (1))r ._... 11:'	 (1::	 ^.h)j - '	 %-'1;	 (4.29)
the Latter precisely
Drawing the bal
following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let
with period 27) and
region
meaning that 1)(c) is nondegenerate matrix.
ante sheet of the above obtai,n.ed results, we arrive at the
the matrix P(^, ) be periodical with respect to
^ ^ = (c^ ^. ^ ...	 cam)
analytical with respect to (p, t,== I a t^^ (ti, 6	 1,	 in the
i l tt l
`^I '^^u^ 	 iy1_,	 It	 Ir;o,	 (4.30)
Besides, X 1 , ... , an are eigenvalues of matrix A.
Assume that for certain c > 0, d > 0 the inequality
i?^^ •	 ?.^ ^;- i (kc5) I	 t I k (--d	 (4.31.)
is-fulfilled for all integral values of vectors lc == (k l , ... , km), where
•	
nt
Then we may point to such a sufficiently   sma l positive constant. M O = MO (C A
and such matrix	 I'-' 1 < 2111" — ' (! <x <2).  that for
((P, 5} I - 1110	(4.32)
the system of equations
. . / . .
r..
15
dX 
-. Ax .I' IP ( 4('.	 x,dt
ttcl, (4.33)
dt
by way of substitution of variables
	
x °"	 (4.34)
by matrix 0(^), periodical with respect to ^, of period 2Tr, analyiical and
analytically convergent in the region
p
lm q 4
	 (4.35)
is brought to the form
dy _	 dq
^l1 _ Ay'!- 	 (4.36)
At the same time, matrix 00) is representable in the form of the product
i
cis
q, N")	 n (1, _1_ UM 	 (4.37)
where
!+; v o	 (4.38)
Y (D is a solution of the equation
i (krL)) Yw ) == A11 ) -- Y 4V""1 -{- yk-1)^	 (4.39)
in which
2A	 2.1
Pk/) 
= (2.'c)•-" .) ... J p(i) (,.T) e--+(A` )dy, ... dy,n
0	 0
are Fourier coefficients of function PW (^), determined by relations
pU) ::^E + UU)+--) p(1---,)U(/) __. Uci)f,'1-01'
P (T. ^) .+. ^^	 f^(l--i) _ /^^.Y'— rri ^I ^ • , ^^^ ` i!/--1) (^^ 1 1^^!%^
	 ("(1,r^^+
	
(4.40)
	
S	 I
	
0	 U
and which satisfies the inequality
n u7 Llu	
1
u	 (4.41)
. pars 5
i
-
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5.	 Let us-turn back to the inequality
I ^,j .__. 2.1 .I. i (k(0) I > r I /k I
-.1 . (5. 1 )
Following is the relaltion required for its fulfillment:
(ko))	 ,	 r 1 1., h_ , ^.	 ' (5.2)
For matrices A with real ei.genvalues, condition (5.2) is insufficient.
For systems with such matrices the result of theorem 2 may be amplified.
Namely,	 the following; theorem takes place.
THEOREM 3. Let P(¢1) be a matrix, periodical with respect to ^
	
(^^, • •	 gym)
with period 27r, and analytical in the region
(lrtt c{ ,	 ,	 : (5.3)
Assume that;, besides, eigenval.ues of matrix A are real and different.
We shall postulate that for certain E > 0, d > 0 the inequality
1(1:6)) J	 y= 1- 1
	
. 1' .-, (5.4)
is fulfilledil.led for ail integral values of vectors k =_ (ki ,	 , ..	 kin),
We then may indicate such a sufficiently smell. positive constant M, that for
(y)	 A1, (5.5)
the system of equations
4 do
'
!
  
M.; 11.t + P (y) x, (5.6)
ity
by substitution of variables
(5.7)
with period with respect- to ^ of period 27r, analytical and analytically rever-
sible matrix 4)(i) in the region
h
is brought to the form
c!!f 4 
^l°^f 
	
^i!'i , ` to .	 (a.. ^ j
Moreover, matrices 4)(^) and A n are representable in the form
c
I17
cr.
(5.10)^^	 ►
t'CI
where ;e	 I
U (
( 5.11)A... ►
J A I, V
y W is a solution of the equation
(5.12)
in which
J , )j _ : 2n	 2:1(.), ►^• Irf
	
PM (0^,-rtkr; 
j!`^^} ► ... dip",'
	
^^sf) ^(^'^ " ! IVII
u	 u
are Fourier coefficients of function P (D (c), determined by the relations
(5.13)
at th e same time (^) CfI!(+^ _M C7 ^^:	 i^ UV}(^^ 11	 ^; 2r11;' • ► j';3 - ►
oa (5.14)
J
/.. s
DEMONSTRATION. First of all let us establish one property of matrices
with real and different ei.genvalues. In connection with this we shall demon-
strate the fo llow ing 10MMO..
T. R V M A
	
Let. u-:.;;en%,,.lues a 1 ,	 ,An of matrix; A be real and different.
We shall denote by W,A the multitude of matrices A satisfying the inequality
n_
(5.15)
We then may show such an r ° r,(a 1 , ... , an) > 0 that all matrices A from
have real. and different eigenvalues.
Indeed, let us include a l , ... , Xn into non-intersecting segments I 1 ,.., In
with centers located respectively at points X 1 , ...
 , fin-
„^ .—
..^.._	 ..._.._ ^_ ..... _rte	 .¢.... , .. _. ,.^ ._..^..._.--....^.,...,.-... ^• . ,. _x
limfr (X) ^ f (a)
r -> 0 (5.18)
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Function f (A) -_ det ] A -- ABI continually reflects each of the segments T j
Into the segment: f (1j) ­ , (m j , mj) , where m j — min f (a) ,	 m j -max f	 at the
same L tme,	 since. A j	 -- X, at j 1: r, we have
0,	 m > 0	 (5.16)
Let us examine the function
fr(X) ;= de  (A + rA l -- XE1	 (5.17)
where Al is any matrix, for which IAJI < 1.
Function fr(1) continually reflects each of the segments I j in the segment
f r ( T j)	 [mj (r) , m j (r)) , where
mj (r) = min fr(a) ,	 mj (r) — max fr(X) .
Moreover., function fr(a) is a continuous function of r. and this is why for
V E IJ relation
takes place uniformly with respect to X, from which, taking into account (5.16)
follows the existence of such r o > 0 that for r < ro
mj (r) < 0,	 mj (r) > 0	 (5.19)
Tncqualities (5.19) signify that over segments 1 1 , ... In there will foundpoints
al ^. l l (r}, .. , hj — Aj (r), • •	 Xn — Xn(r)
such that
f  (X, — 0 for j t-- 1,	 , n	 (5.20)
The numbers Xj , j = 1, ... , n are real. and different and, besides, they con-
stitute eigenvalues of matrix
which is arbitrary matrix from ^?(,,. The .last 'ti4::,cumstance demonstrates the lemma.
Let_ us note also that, for any matrix A from `.af 'c^r^may always choose a
matrix U, leading A to Jordanian form J:
fl ... LIJt %° ' (5.
so that the inequality
y	 -	 (5.22)
in which c is a constant, common for all matrices from ^(, be fulfilled.
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Let us consider now the equation
(5.23)
where Aj 1 is an arbitrary matrix From `.ita•
On the strength of assertions of section 2, Fq.(5.23) always has a solu-
tion, whereupon it is such that
1111r1 .	
i ,.Il,^^.1,-.;a1,
	 (5.24)li i
where ;, ' ,''"" 	 , ,,, d, are constants determined according to (2.22) .
Het us assume that matrix r (j) (c) is periodical with res pect to ^ with
period 27r, and analytical in the region
1I1 ,11 (11  (w t►l (1	 (5.25)
satisfying; the inequality
jp(D (^)j < MJ ,	 (5.26)
where Q,, A-1, are constants, linked with relations (3.9). Taking into account
the inequality (5.24), wemay then write that
ti
provided only that	 2.1
U	 0
From (5.27) it follows that matrix
is analytical in the region
by the solution of the equation
^^^^ ((;?; ;.. ^.a } ! ^(l 4+ ;!•^•i141y 0	
(5.2.8)^.
hill (rl 
^z ^'i	 (5.29)
UM/11- 	m ,..t. pr1---i)_ r ri^=i3 ,	 5.30
satisfying the inequality
20
T&L^ us now pass to the direct demonstration of Theo-Vem 3. To that effect
we shall make In system (5-6) the substitution of varinbles
x -- CE + UW ((P)l x (,) ,	 (5.32)
1MV411,9 poSLUIaLed In (5,23) j , 1 0 A O — A t P (0) — P.
The subSLI.tution (5,32) brings the system (5.6) to the form
(5.33)
where Lhe following denotation is made:
A ) - , A	 P-O	 (E + 1/0 ))- l ipum—U( I )IT).t	 (5.34)
Matrix P (O (^) Is analytical in the region
Pill (" 1
and sat isf les the inequality
(5.35)<5 il'16Y =, A I,.
4/1
Let us take MO so small that
(5.36)
where r, Is determined by the lemma. At fulfillment of (5.36), matrix Al belongs
to the multitude ^t(, since
JA I
 — Al — JP(^)j < MO < roo	 (5-37)
For that reason we may effect in system (5,33) the substitution of variables
X (1) = ( I
 
+ U (2)(^)1 X(2)	 (5.38)
0
and arrive at the system
ehr(?)
	dr,...-.. ----	 G)	 2) ((r,,) ),I "I . -:: (0,
when the following denotation is made:
PM (y)
	
I	 I . (".Y
/1(2)	 +
(5.39)
(5-40)
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1.4 an analytical functLon of (P In the region
1111t fill e; V.,
Sz1L1SfY111j,, LhV Inequality
IP
W 
oho I	
M	 (5-42)
Ay IS Lh(.) matrix from
Pursuing further the indleilLed proecss, we shall. arrive at the assertion
(hat the Subst i tution of variables
X tz
(5.43)
rosuILS in initial System of equat ions (5.6) taking the form
(5.44)
where
U(s))
at dio same, time (1) (s) ,111d P ( s) are analytical functions of 	 in the region
(5.46)
SaLiSfyLllg the inequalities
NPI	 /11,.
(5.47)
arid A i .s the m,1Lr1.x from 9'S	 W r.,
It follows from ( 5.47) that
( (s) (^) -* 4)	 as s	 00	 (5.48)
uniformly with respect to	 from the region
(), I
2	 (5.49)
.M.., MIMI III
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I
This is why the substitution
co
leads the initial system of equations (5.6) to the .form
dydt ' t1°Y, ^' , r__ o),
where
AO = A 4-
	 Pii ► (q)).
,..0
(5.50)
(5.51)
(5.52)
Estimates (5.14) easily follow from (5.47), which completes the demonst,.a-
t.on of the theorem.
In conclusion ; let us note, that for the case of periodical systems ( -sca-
lar), theorem 3 rcmai.ns in force, provided the condition of reality and dis-
tinctions in eigenvalues of matrix A is replaced by the condition
.
	
X 1 --- X1 + ikw 7L
 0	 (5.53)
whore j, l	 it 2, ...	 n;	 k -- 1, 2, ....
,F.
***T.HE	 END***
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